Body-centred activities in Mbembe (Benue-Congo, Central Jukunoid) are defined rather broadly in the present chapter to include physical processes as well as cognition, perception and emotion. These can be referred to by different classes of verbs. Certain verbs are specific to one body-centred activity, while others can describe different activities or be used in other contexts. Depending on the class of the verb as well as on the meaning expressed in the respective context the arguments are realised in different ways. For example, verbs which can be used in contexts other than body-centred activities often require an explicit reference to the body of the referent performing or being affected by the activity. The realisations of the subject and object arguments of the verbs depend on factors like initiation and control on part of the subject referent and affectedness of the object referent. While these notions are generally attested in the Mbembe language, they are highly relevant in the domain of body-centred activities. Moreover, animacy and topic play a role. Thus expressions of body-centred activities in Mbembe illustrate especially clearly how different factors interact to yield the various syntactic constructions attested in the language.
Introduction
Mbembe is a Central Jukunoid (Benue-Congo) language spoken in the borderland between Nigeria and Cameroon.1 It is a mainly analytic, isolating language with little bound morphology. Since there are hardly any morphological means in the language to derive new meanings or grammatical categories, other strategies are used in the language. This is especially relevant for verbs, which cannot be productively derived from other word classes. Within the word class verb derivation is quite restricted as well. There is, for example, no productive means to increase or decrease the valency of a verb. Instead, new meanings are derived by the combination of two or more verbs in serial verb constructions or by the combination of a verb with a specific object argument in so-called verb-noun-collocations. Moreover, many verbs in the language are used in different types of syntactic constructions without any morphological changes. Thus argument structure in Mbembe depends on a number of different factors, for example the different types of syntactic constructions a verb can be used in, the event structure, the semantics of the verbs and the context. All of these interact with one another yielding the different types of sentences attested in the language. Nevertheless, it is assumed that verbs do have a basic event structure encoded in their semantics which is reflected in their predominant use in one type of syntactic construction. Since neither the verb nor its core arguments are morphologically marked as such in a sentence, they have to be defined syntactically. Constituent order is the main means to define the subject and object arguments. The basic word order in Mbembe is SV/AVO-thus the subject is the noun phrase preceding the verb and the object the one that follows it.
(1) a) ŋwāsyôyíyac hild impftv come 'The child is coming.' b) bōðī ~ zīve3 pl:s eat meat 'They eat meat.' By contrast, peripheral arguments are usually overtly marked, for example by the general preposition ŋɛ̀ (2.a) or the comitative/instrumental preposition wō/ō 'with' (2.b).
(2) a) vrū tōkūŋɛ̀tō-if ruit tree fall:sg adp tree-loc 'The fruit fell from the tree.' b) ētʃīgēwōfɛndʒi3 sg:s cut 3sg:o:nh with axe 'S/he cuts it with an axe.'
